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For wealth managers and financial advisers managing savings and/or investments on behalf of someone else.
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For shareholders, careers and company information.
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View our latest insights and in-depth research on sustainable investing.
	All sustainability
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	Social
	Governance
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The tools and webcasts you need to help with investment decisions.
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Celebrating 5 years of MyFolio Index
Discover the power of passive investing with MyFolio Index funds
View Index Investor guideOpens in new window


Risk warning
The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up and an investor may get back less than the amount invested. Past performance is not a guide to future results.





MyFolio is a cost-effective outsourced investment solution
MyFolio offers six ranges of risk-targeted funds for you to select the most appropriate outcome for your clients.

They can invest in a mix of asset classes, styles, sectors and regions giving your clients a truly diversified portfolio. 

You can leave the management of the investments to us so your time is focused on your clients.


[image: Hand and molecule]Choice
A range of up to 5 risk options suitable for all clients investment styles and goals.


[image: Coin stacks]Costs
Offers a low maintenance low fee outsourced solution available for all client outcomes.


[image: People in circles]Clients
With £34bn now invested in MyFolio with a broad diversification across all global markets (as at March 2023).





Why choose MyFolio?
MyFolio funds are designed to offer a straightforward approach to diversifying investments in the medium to long-term, giving access to a variety of global assets such as equities and bonds within a single solution. You should consider to invest for five years or more to benefit from this diversified approach and potential growth.




[image: People around a laptop]MyFolio fund ranges
MyFolio offers a range of different investment styles and up to five risk levels, suitable to clients' needs and preferences.

View MyFolio funds



[image: People in an office]Lookthrough tool 
Helps you to create customised client reports, and find the latest fund information, commentary and updates.

View our Lookthrough toolOpens in new window



[image: Long table from above]Resources
There is a wide range of useful guides and reports for all the MyFolio fund ranges, including support to share directly with your clients.

View literature






Close

Contact us today, and let's discuss how MyFolio can help you achieve your clients goals.
Email us




MyFolio Sustainable anniversary
Celebrating three years of MyFolio Sustainable 
Hear directly from fund managers Katie Trowsdale and Mark Lane.


Three years on from the launch of MyFolio Sustainable, we’re hearing from advisers that an increasing number of clients are considering investing a portion of their money sustainably. Watch our video to find out about the benefits of our distinctive investment process. 












MyFolio risk ratings


MyFolio strategies are aligned with risk-rated strategies from independent agencies. 
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	Risk comparison ratings	 MyFolio I	 MyFolio II	 MyFolio III	 MyFolio IV	 MyFolio V
	 Defaqto	 2	 4	 5	 6	 8
	 DT Dynamic Planner	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
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Product4 min Read
    
Focusing on long-term investment horizons with MyFolio Index
Five years on, our cost-effective solution continues to help clients reach their objectives. 
21 Mar 2024
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Product6 min Read
    
Choosing an outsourced investment solution needn’t be taxing
Multi-asset fund or managed portfolio service? We explore the key considerations. 
07 Mar 2024
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Product8 min Read
    
MyFolio: building an infrastructure allocation
We’re adding infrastructure to our multi-asset solution MyFolio. Find out why. 
24 Jan 2024
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Product5 min Read
    
Investing in economic transition with MyFolio Sustainable
How does an outcome-based, actively managed fund-of-funds solution invest sustainably? 
12 Dec 2023
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Insights2 min Read
    
Will UK SDR rules support customer confidence?
Our take on the UK's new sustainable investing measures.
07 Dec 2023
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                    Please register to receive our multi-asset insights and other relevant communications from abrdn. You can edit your preferences at any time.
                
First name* 


Surname* 


Company* 


Email address* 



Communication opt-in

By ticking this box you confirm your consent to receive future relevant email communications from abrdn.




Submit


Contact us


The responsibility for the MyFolio funds lies across experienced portfolio managers, who are all part of the Multi-Manager Strategies Team. For more information please contact your local business development manager.
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Important information



Before investing, investors should consider carefully the investment objective, risks, charges, and expenses of a fund. This and other important information is contained in the prospectus and KIID document. The information is intended to be of general interest only and should not be considered as an offer, investment recommendation or solicitation, to deal in the shares of any securities or financial instruments.











